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oICKETS PROTEST alleged Bank of America hiring practices as
nterested passers-by during last Friday afternoon’s rush hour
mused the non-violent demonstration with interest. Students
rom the SJS chapter of Congress of Racial Equality (CORE)
oined the mid -peninsula chapter and paraded in front of the
mnk’s main San Jose office carrying signs "Don’t Patronize Busiiesses That Discriminate," and "Don’t Bank with BofA." An undentified student carries a sign saying "BofA, You Use Our
Money, Now Use Us!" while Spartan Daily reporter Jane Hoyt.
iback to camera) interviews a salesman who charged the demontration was "Communist inspired."
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between the groups in reply to an
Arah student’s suggestion that they
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of developing this understanding 177 will rc,ceise master’s degrees.
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GUEST SPEAKER AT COMMENCEMENT exercises June 5, Gen.
Alfred M. Gruenther (ret.) will speak on "Some of Our Problems
in an Uneasy World." He retired from the United States Army
in 1957, after 38 years of service. Gen. Gruenther was president
of the American Red Cross from the day after his discharge
from the Army until March 31 of this year, when he retired as
Red Cross head.
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Thrust and Parry

Group Opposes
Histories ’Fiction’

California Real E.state Association would revoke the Runiford
Fair Housing Law passed hy the
State Legislature in 196:i;
WHEREAS
This initiatie

Editor:
The fact that my professional
interests are in ililerelaliorial law
and American politics does nut
prevent me from enjoying fiction on occasion. The column by
my former neighbor and friend,
Richard Reeb, with the incredible title Today’s Moral CrbeIs,
has contributed to my enjoyment of fiction this spring, een
if his style is not as felicitous
as might be desired.
His recent columns re-hashing
the revisionist histories of Pearl
Harbor are examples of this fiction. It may be, of course, that
the court historians’ versicms of
Pearl Harbor also have fictitious
elements. If your readers would
like to compare and contrast the
two approaches, and then determine for themselves which appears more rational and trustworthy. I suggest they read the
following: Walter Millis, "This
Is Pearl" and Herbert Feis, "The
Road to Pearl Harbor."
One final comment should be
made. Many readers of the Spartan Daily thi &spring have been
pleased at the great latitude allowed Mr. Reeb in his right-wing
political comments. We hope this
encouragement of freedom of expression will continue in the future, for it is possible that some
day an exponent of the left
might be interested in a similar
outlet.
Very truly yours,
Frederic A. Weed
Department of Political Science

would do eiliwh

more

t

lie.

struy this Fair Housing Act by
preventing thc State, the Counties and the Cities of California
from taking any action to enforce anti -discrimination laws,
and by writing this prohibition
into the State Constitution:
WHEREAS: This initiative
would, in effect, freeze the right
to discriminate into the Constitution;
WHEREAS: We believe that
as Christians we are under obligation to oppose the evils of racial discrimination wherever they
exist:
WHEREAS: We believe that
the love and justice of God can
best be served in this particular
issue by defeating the CRF:A
initiative:
RESOLVED: We. the members of the United Campus
Christian Ministry Governing
Board at San Jose State College
go on record opposing the CREA
initiative, and urge all students,
faculty, administrators and other members of this campus community vigorously to press for
the defeat of the initiative.
Todd Frederick, ASS A4053
Gertrude Gipson, ASB 102
Frank Jilincich, ASB A3599
II. Lois Brainard
Asst. Prof. of Education
Edwin Miller
Asst. Prof. of Ind. Rel.
Dr. John Foster
Minister, 1st Congregational
Church of San JOS(’
Mrs. Gtrtrude Wright
The Rev. Don Emmet
Preabyteriam Campus Chaplain
The Rev. 5Iark Rutledge
United Church of Christ
Chaplain

EDITOR’S NOTE: During the
past several years, all Spartan
Daily columnists have ranged
from center to far left. These
leftists were as free to express
their opinions land did so as
Mr. Reeb, our only rightist columnist in the history of the
paper. has been to express his.

’Roosevelt’ Column
Hit by Professor

CREA Initiative
Calls ’Revolutionist’

Editor:

Editor:
VVHEREAS: Th e initiative
amendment to the California
Constitution sponsored by the

In two columns in the Spartan Daily last week t May 20 and
21) Richard Reeb asserted,
arnong other things, that Presi-

dent F. D. Roosevett ". . . was
well aware that the Japanese
N ere preparing to attack Peal’
Harbor . . .;" that on No.
1941. Roosevelt "... deciite.1
all intents and poi post- . c,
the JapalleSe gu ahead with attack:" that rx, t; a lengthy message from Tok). to the Japanese
t-mbassy in ’Washington was receii ed and deciphered by American monitors from which "... it
was apparent that a Japanes attack On Pearl Harb011. Would be
matte within a matter of hours."
Calm and rational stodv of all
creditable evidence now available
indicates that 51r. iteeb has been
grossly misleading in his writings and has pertormed something other than a service on behalf of justice and truth.
John D. Flicks, renowned and
retired University of California
professor of history writes that.
the charge leveled by ,..irious
anti -Roosevelt writers that the
Ch e f Exevutive deliberately

mu.,
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plotted the attack on Pearl Hanka. for the purpose of bringing
the U S. into the Einopean wtir
cminot he substantiated. Hick,.
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more likely than they publicly
admitted, but were coin. inced
that the attack would Collie riot
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solilheastern Asia.
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nation into a full-fledged war.
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Washington and Hawaii is true.
But the contention that President Roosevelt and certain generals and admirals knew of an
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Authentic styling in traditional
colorings of Blue, Grey, Brown,Olive

OPEN MON., THURS, and FRI. NITES ’TILL 9p.m.

Reg. 5.95 & 6.50 DRESS SHIRTS
THfoRrEE
Long and chort
stylee. Irliite and ,,! ,r
11.50

387

Reg. 5.95 SPORT SHIRTS
Short sler 0. Button elu
collars. Asst. pattern 5

299

Reg. 2.50 NECKWEAR

19

Whether you prefer modern or traditional,
you’ll find beautiful settings by Keepsake ...
smartly designed to bring out the full beauty
and brilliance of the diamonds.
And, the famous Keepsake Certificate-

-,igned by our store and Keepsake-guarantees
a perfect center diamond (or replacement asred). You also receive protection against loss
of diamonds from their settings for one full
year and a lifetime trade-in privilege.

NO MONEY DOWN

Reg. 14.95 SLACKS
Two Pair for ’25

OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT IN JUST THREE MINUTES
(Take your purchase with you immediately!!)

VALLEY FAIR SHOPPING CENTER
SAN JOSE - 127 S. FIRST ST.
..,44-e.,804./.0
e

_,./.:

’!M

’01.2

19 South First St.

j

1109 Lincoln, at Willow

DOWNTOWN
CY 4-9343
WILLOW GLEN
CY 4-7943
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Use Your Credit
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International Student Benefit at Towne
benefit showing of
film "Devi" and
Japanese film. will be

ms en June .1-10 ;it the Towne
’Meaty’. 1 133 The Alameda.
Sharmila Tagore
"11,\ 1

Phi Mu Alpha Recital
Features Pianist Orlando

FILM FESTIVAL WINNER
Ugetsu," Venice Film Festival
winner, will be second feature of
the International Student Cent2r benefit show at the Towne
lheater from June 4-10. Tickets
for thu show, which also features foreign fi:m "Devi," are
&1.26 and may be bought at
the International Student Cem
ier or Foreign Students Adviser’s Office, ADM201. All proceeds go to the International
Students Center.

VAUGHN’S
SEMESTER
CLEAN-UP
Less Than 1/2 Price

Language Pre -Reg
1:1-1,1tm Ittmztt.t,

With the spring semester rapidly coming to an end, we
want to reduce our entire stock of Vaughn recognized
clothing and sportswear at phenominal reductions to our
many customers. All items to be sold at less than 1/2 price
for a limited time only.

pre -register liir ill,
.. on June 1, 2 and .;.

lents

should ivt.:.kter
Langui:. i

(OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)

kill

I ’el, .11 N.

I’m
.\ Mita pieNent,
.1.1ut I): land. in a senior recital
:1,.,i.t
8:15 in Concert flail.
,,1,1,,I., :t senior music maj,,.
SS’
is present ,i1 Thomas Ryan.
Is
of nuisic. Ile has
the Mano for five years.
1,,,ris to play in his FCC tl,ti M., .11
R011(10 in A minor.
Beethoven’s Sonata in F minor,
Op
in
minor "AppassionChopin’s Nocturne in B
at,:
Hi 9, No. 3, Albenii.
mi

Tickets are $1.25 each and
may
be purchased at the
!Inertia.
tional Student Center ur iron’
the Foreign Student Ails
,
Office, ADM201. All prom (1
to the International Student
Center.

Puoim.-

’Ia.oeation- and

Last year, Orlando gave a
solo recital at Villa NIontalso in
Saratoga and this season Ile

,ith the t’ol,is
al the Mozart
legc
Cmicerio in l) minor and Ilse
Sivas insky t’onciirto for Piano
aryl Willits 1\1111 the Symphonic
Banii.
John is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Orlando of Watsonville.
Concert is free to everyone.

stay alert
Hit Tunes in ’Pops’ Concert THE SAFE WAYto
harmful stimulants

s;in Jose
"pops" concert
he
prcscnted June 6 at 8:30 p.m,
in Cis ic Auditorium.
Titled "An Evening with
Lerner and Loewe," the musical hill will offer a varied aSof hit tunes frOM
S1111inent
famed Lerner and Loewe productions such as "Nly Fair
Lads " "Brigadoon," "Camelot,"
and others.
The performance will be givlu 1111se funds tor the reg.!.,, 1961-65 San Jose Symphony
..Heunder the direction of
Salgo, permanent con -

Friends tell friends

54.95-$6.95 HALF SLEEVE SPORT AND DRESS SHIRTS.
Semester Clean-Up PRICE
$2.3343.33
$5.95 Polished Cotton and Dacron & Cotton $2.8844.33
$29.50449.50 Natural Shoulder WASH AND WEAR
SUITS & SPORTCOATS
SEMESTER CLEAN UP
$14.88424.33
$39.50459.50 Su;+ & Sport Coats in Wool & Wool Blends
SEMESTER CLEAN-UP
$19.88444.33
$12.95424.95 SLACKS, Dacron Blends, Hard Worsteds,
Large Selection, NOW
$6.33412.33
WALK SHORTS, SWEATERS, SOX, TIES and MANY
ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM. STOCK UP FOR SUMMER.

and Soumitra Chatterke, who
played Ihe knees in the ’World
of Apo." The movie was directed by Satyajit Ray.
Showing with "Devi" will be
"Ugetsu," a Venice Film Festival
winner.

(Melia. and musical director of
t he orchest ra.
A highlight of the evening
will be the presentation of special awards to participants in
the Arts Festival.
Returning to lead the "pop.s"

program

without

Never take chances with
dangerous "pep pills." Inatead,
take proven safe NoDoz4.
Keeps you mentally alert with
the same safe refresher found
in coffee.Yet NoDoz ie faster,
bendier, more reliable. Abet>.

lutely not habit-forming. Nert
time monotony makes you feel
droway while driving, working
or studying, do rus millions do
perk up with safe, effective
NoDoz. Another fine product
of Grove Laboratoriee.

tor his second season

will be Jannis K. Guthrie, conductor-composer. Ile is founder
of the Philharmonic irchestra
111.

Ber1111111111,/

In adthtion to

Guthrie, guest
soloists will he Brian Sullivan,
tenor of the Metropolitan Opera Co. Leona Gordon, Oakland
soprano: and John Tyers, a bari-

Are you lishite for a bargain?
Spartan
Ilere’s one
Boolvstore
is paying top prices for used book,
They’re t‘N efl giN I’m.; .1 10’; holm,
until June 5th.

tone who ,pecialize, in musical
comedy iolvs, %%1111 !IOW makes
tu, home in
Gatos. Dr. Ed%%in I). Donning, head of the
Opera %Vial:shop at SJS, will
direct 111V 1114,111, f1,1’ illt C011-
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121 South 4th, San Jose

VAUGHN’S for Women
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Skirts, Blouses, Sweaters, Dresses & Bermuda’s are our sale
items for you-1/2 off!

292-8119
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While lames Madison fought for acceptance of our natroml constitution
in 1787-88. ratification hung in the
balance for months as his own home
state wavered between approval and

refection Finally. after he argued his
case against orators such as Patrick

11:r

This is a key question today When
selfish labor bosses make demands with
nut regard for inflationary effects. a
stand agaimt shallow thinking me
(henry fakes r.reirage I el% knep the
heritage 1161:1111’,1111 1e11 W. It11111(1111g the
per.ntial

6.1,s;ty.fufirt:t."

PLUS: Top prices offered anywhere for

discontinued texts.
.1 1,11i sptttl c,11, t0.13.1,

//cr. A/ Jeri y’s Umon
While Selling Your Books

(al Book

by Artcarved

hots?

n Books Used Next Fall
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tar
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Henry. Virginia ratified and a work
able federal constitution was a3sured
In Madison’s plar.r. would you fight
for your beliefs against the known
bier:lions of al least half of your neigh

1/2 BloLk Oil Campus
134 E. San Fernando

illYSILFI knelt!

HYSTER
COMPANY
for Ilentl, 01118e.

Breathtaking, beautiful and yours
All the nut-ging br:noty. the exciting mystery of the
see itself seems captured in this newest engage.
ment ring from Artcarved. See the distinctly nAw.
yet timeless. design of Surf Star at your Artcarved
Jeweler. Priced from $180. For more information.
plus helpful suggestions on wedding etiquette,
send 25C for Wedding Guide to J. R. Wood &
Sons. Inc.. 216 E. 45th Street. New York 17. New
York, Deportment C
’Jur,
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Swimmers
Get Awards
At Banquet

Winning Coaches Analyze Who Is BestaUSC or SJS?
Ingredients of Championship
-

presenteil Sid,o.t.ay
told at the SJS
1,,I.
ha/ILIUM
held at SIII1,1;H
h.,
tilmal in Sun JOSe.
SJS junior backstrokAl
e’. from San Mateo, was named
varsity captain -elect for 1964 at
the banquet. Herrn Rudloff was
selected most valuable learn member, and Mike Hansen %%as most
improved.
1Ianseri and Rudloff each totaled
13 points iti the Slate College meet
won by SJS at SalTallle1110
MOn/h,
plaeed in the
1114;
200 and 100 backstroke and was
MI
the SJS medley relay team.
Rudloff finished second in the 460
and 200 individual medleys although he improved his 1963 vcinning time in the 400 by a full
second.
Hansen, only a sophomore, came
from virtually nowhere to tie 101’
second in the 50 yard freestyle
with teammate Pete Sagues (22.8)
and to place third in the 100 yard
l’reestyle (50.01.
Elected captain of the outstanding freshman team this year was
Tum Eldridge, who broke the
school freshman record in the butterfly three times this year.
Most valuable freshman was
Jack Likin.s, multi -distance freestyle ace. The most improved frosh
was Fred Hake!, a backstroke,*
from Sunnyvale.
Graduating seniors this year are
Segues, Phil Whitten, Herm Radloff, Dave Corbet, Lee Anderson.
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championship
feinting it.
and again, del ending chainpirtris %%itti outstanding material

DEAN MILLER
. one -loss.’
have I..mgl that nal ional titles
rarely (,,Ifir
But al San
winning
mid cioss country
national
CrOwnsti,,, beeoni., a tradition. Not
only do S.b.; judoists and harriers
win the titles, but they defend
them annually

FLOWERS
for your GRAD...

Judo is a relatively new col
lege SI111111
ille Wail/1111i \Celle.
The
Nat lanai Cliiieglate J111111
11111 only
three
times, and under judo coach Viash
SzIS has won all three
ehamplisnships.
Cross country coach Dean Miller
has led his teams to iwo national
titles and one second place in the
three years he has eotiched at SJS.
But what (10e$ it lake to make
a natiomil champion and then 1.,
successli I ly (lei end I he ero%% "
Both coach., agree that championlov,
Mti,t stri
goal,. The judo
pit,
coach ,;tv-. that he
Jiipauesi
Judoists, to
the Sit--; athletes
ineentke to work harder.
Miller SayS. "My IMP goal In
coaching is the national championship." He tells his harriers,
fun to run with the champion, "
But Miller’s concern with the
mental attitude of his runners
does not stop there. Believing
that Ciall1111/10111,11i1)% are won with
more than just hard work, he
develops in each Ulan tile attitude that his team mill VVill be(11.11Se 1,1441 runner works harder
than those on other teams.
SJS cross country men run until’
they are tired. Then, the "real"
practice begins. Miller sets a pair
of poles 100 yards apart, up a steep
hill. The harriers then run ten uphill dashes, trotting back down between sprints. "This proves to
them that no matter how tired
hey tire, they can still run," Miller
"We v,orit as hard or hard..r
than any ether leani ill /II, hall.,
Or the W1,1111
( )111
g!!), hehe...
and I helieNe it,"
While
the cross countly
h.;
only!
eight weeks long. b.:. the champions training is a 12 -month prop,sition. "All our top distancemen
train year ’round," Miller claim,
At a meet, Miller walks his
team over the course, planning
carefully every step of the way.
Landmarks are selected at tile
head of each turn, to keep the
harriers running in a straight
line, rather than wea.ing with
the paek. ’this seemingly simple
magnetiser
,411.%e
allIalilif1144111(1%
for each man. Al the
NCAA Championship meet in
November, Miller walked his
team over the 114111r.r, I %%lee. esen
though they had atm tan it the
year before.
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Siert- size, however, does not
make a judo 141/1111141/11. The
,11)Velllefli% Of al lara,:e 1111111 M11,11
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his smaller, and usually faster,
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The weight program is
no to the individual.
\Idler believes that work with
%%eivlits is important to any athlete of championship caliber Ile
encourages freshmen to take body
building as part of their regular
physical education program. Most
of the top runners liat. been on
v..ig1.1-.
or another.
Ai...riling to Stiller, diet Is
also important los :a runner. "I
just tell them that if they were
driving in the Indianapolis ’Mal,
they svmaidn’t 11Se regular gasoline in their ears," be says.

111".11
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ill

111111i1,t,
il.1111111:111,111

1111‘.

SJS, Miller says he ha, 1.,,t unly
1,111.
three years. Tia
ill
form of 21 second place
I in, Ji
NCAA competition Miring
to -t year at the school.
t chida
-kill has not gone untie
selected to coach
in,
s. Olympic judo team in thl
1’0;1 ilHiptlitoni
.1:11l:ill.
1101,11. he I, i’llall’Iflarl Of the Olympic Judo Committee.
Nlaii)
into the rnaking
of a
champion. Uchida.
and Miller seem to haw. found all
rh
t
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11../1111,1r

114411111e
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"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"
2nd and San Fernando
CYpress 2-8312

THE FINEST

ALWAYS

AND YOU PAY NO

MORE

To further develop the psychological edge which the champions
find invaluable, Miller has come ap
with a new trick with a dual effect. After the Spartans have run
the course during a meet, teani
members put on their sweat suit,
and eover the distance again. This
makes the SJS squad look superhuman to the opposition, and instills pride in Miller’s men.
Uchida in addition to a

Water Polo Team
Ends Practice

Refreshment anyone?
Game goes better refreshed.
Coca-Cola! With its lively lift, big bold taste,
never too sweet ... refreshes best.

btlwingth

Cow
Compeny by:
Bottled under the authority of Th Coca Cola
San Jose. Californi

Coco -Colo Bottling Company of San Joie,

San Jose State’s varsity wat..!
polo team completes its son,.
practice this week. The Still.t.1
played host to University of Peril ir
Sunday in an intense scrimmage
Playing more than the usual four
quarters, Coach Lee Walton ran
the units against the visitors with
another strong showing.
Yesterday and today, the mermen went through the paces of the
decathlon. The ten phases of the
testing include passing, shooting,
speed events, swimming ancl :tech racy tests.
Making a strong shovving in h. d h
scrimmage and decathlon 11.1,.
young Jack Likins, up from
year’s freshman team. Likins has
taken over in many of the events
as well as showing a strong arm
and grxxl speed in scrimmage.
The summer future for the
vidual team members will
working out with various teani,
well as regular conditioning. 11 it
continues its pace in fall praeti.,
it could advance its national N,,
6 rating.
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Beautiful
diamonds
for
beautiful
brides...
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:ii. ,tott put, 1.1S;(’

With t
SJS rondo
t i. in of
good coaching anti good material.
continuant prominence in
and
cro,, country seems
Both coaches agree that the national reputation has brought
fine athletes to SJS recently, and
will probably continue to do so in
the future.
If \Idler’s record
proieeted
.1"

tIA

1,, ,
11,.t.r
way ol iri.itching the
....int. .1 01:
Ii.1
in the future
I
-I:
hew if
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Week :wet %see’.
came up with the
es.ents. US(’ .1i,,ws
the
impressive teain
the =n,..!..r.
..te.itest strength. I.:Refl.!
With this in
can claim the
Daily could go out on a hod. h,
.I.. ti
marks in all events. Whik
dope the "USC-SJS
xi -ambling to pick up
will never happen ese.1.1 on
Trojans would be piekThe field events ii,t
, one and three-point
even with the Trojans
a slight edge, barring h
along SJS could con,
in the Iwo, I
for f lust
aster where d’S(2 coo1,1 r. .
trade
by 1..t-t.a.
one-two in both. S.IS
, 1,,
of t to
initely he favored in the .,,
!and two-mile while th,
college champs .-hoold piage
.11/4.10
10,111
11,0,
in the 440, and both
-,
could be a 1,,,sup
ItIP
Sallie
’Mirk
(;Re each tem,
tlere
Wayne tiermen and 1).1%,
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There are two principal heirs to a blemish and rim,’
the somewhat nebulous title of the the top conterid..
top dual
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Finals Week Special

NO DOSE
300
(Educational Discount Req.

35e)

cpaptan
geekstere
"Right On Campus"

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

,,trated: upper set $225
lower set $395
bridal sets from $100
carat diamonds from $595

339 S. 1 st St.
CY 7-4653

One of her biggest moments receivIrr ,:
mental, so personal, so lasting and .nr:
and it will be right if it’s from Proctor’s.
rings outstanding in
style, quality and
and lavish rings for those to whom p...
of your diamond, you must be sure of
Proctor’s. No money down. Terms to suit

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos

What other gift is so senti-..incl! It must be right
:...111 our fine selection of
priced for young budgets
importance. To be sure
Choose confidently at

CII
’in San Jose"

* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accessories
* Complete Stock
of Magazines
and Paperbacks
*

& Noble
College Outline Series

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET, OPEN MON, THIIRS & FRI ’TIL 9
PARKING TICKETS VALIDATED
307 TrtwN az COUNTRY VILLAGE, OPEN MON . Ti.tRS
:
TREE PARKING IN F.
’s:13i
Mita 4:1A,44/

A

Far

!III

PM
9 30 P NI
..:444,4211gLil

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS
cpaptot SooktitoPe
Right
On Campus’.
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Smallest of State Colleges Sets New Aesthetic Trend

May 26. 1964

Art Prof To Judge State Fair Show
Miss Anna
of art %%ill be
cdlit.
shine H
hilp11- in II1,

prit; ;;,
1.ttlges .ti the
m s ,...t
-

IT’S

By 1)0N BETFON
Located int the fairgrounds in
Theme of this )ear’s falr will be Tuldock, l’altf. is the smallest of
s.mth of the Border." Livestock. the 18 state colleges, Stanislaus
eomoir ics and floral exhibits State.
’rhe college is largely housed in
[II In, included.
ione and a half exhibition halls
ivhich Illt%ft been partitioned into
classrooms and offices.
This semester. the enrollment
O.K. TO OWE KAYI
’climbed to just a little higher than
ROO and the college has a staff
of 37 faculty members.
SE(.1.1*SICIN
1114. SintliS1,111, State ralflpliti
of quiet seclusion
iS a picture.
and near .erenity surrounded hy
rodeo fields and cattle exhibition
stalls.
Stanidaus State is not much
more now than a friendly place
-I higher LvIiication
11,0 ,Ifell thing aS Li siranger.
It is a state college laeking the
- ;:il red tape and formal (than, I. that witti Ate ,ititien1 and
t.. teller .0 a Lirgor college

COA:J 10 l_JA.,1

YOUNG ADULTS

Till‘

ACCOUNTS INVITED!
ACCOUNTS OPENED

IN

A Complete Line nt
Engagement Ring
Wedding Rings

Cameras
EL;rocuiars

Watches
Birthstone ftinys
pastime Jewelry

EIP.,r,c Shaver%

1.0. Bracelet:I
CIIICILS
MONEY

NO

F’roduCt11
DinneurY*
Sinews,*
Watch are lanky
Repairs
Tape tecanical

Phonographs
H 1 :.21r,
Raitos
Ea.c1r,cd’ ApptianceS
DOWN

A

YEAR

TO

(d. it.

PAY

FREE
PARKING

209 So. Taaffe St.
BE 94391 Open ’wl 9 mon, Th.’s.
Fr, Nets’

N MS’ nitEci)
Yet Siiinislaus is a nen tweed
of state college. totally finlike SIM
and many of the othia* older stat
colleges.
It is dedicated firmly to the
concept of a strong liberal arts
curriculum in the state colleges.
as opposed to our ovvn emphasis
on applied occupational curricu-

‘...,1

1.1,1

;;; -i ii ; 1’;
.4.,e, ille
.
. _

L,,,,
priclli’L I

Before )4,11 finish

parking for home !Ili,. seiney,ler. be sore

our lair, start a:, los% ;o, s191) per heloe,..ier.

414

S

F2 TA INJ
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SER\/ICE

E. William St.
297-8877

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

C’

TICO S

1ACOS

Going to a Luau?

costume at

GOODWILL
COSTUME SHOP
297.46091
1

44 N. Marie+ St.
ee-

purpose
_

holding the water %hull,
\then .1
...ore, does not drain oft the
lar14
ae,thenc but Kaman!

sou’ve made arrangement:- for poor fall !loosing. liemember

.\ long With building its tradithe college
tions. right nov
1,1,s- budding its new campus oit
the outskirts of Ttirlock.
The eatnnos. Mitch rtill 4.ttii
It.. ;tole to handle 12.04111 t.111
1,11,:.; designed arotat I
t reliveling nom’ sxhieli
!eel long and 200 feet wide.

Get your

,L

Returning Next Fall?

lum
It is a college busy tanking.: its
traditions rather than struggling
with time-honored rules which di,
not fit the new state -vide system;
run colleges.

Open Tues. thru Saf. 10 +I 5

stwlent’s third ohm ttirktt.
%so, disqualified. littsveer. heeati
Slanislaiss State does nol haNe
schtsol of agriculture.
The college is small Ion tight.
knit. \\line there are rttt the adynnItitze. ,,r
goim.: I.. a
szaintd
Ilt;1 lilt’ feeling of lemtss
1 ilfI’l
It..1 in a grandioe machine of a
college.
(’omparod tit SA’S. Siatti.la;i

Downtown
65 So. First St.
w. validate n’
,vn ior L
a 1-4910Open t.! 9 mon , Thurs. & Fri. Nile*

Sunnyvale

,!,..

nisctr.ALIFIvi)

Th,

Valley Fair Shopping Centr
oi s 3040 Op*" /Ann
Ihru Fr.. lel 9 30 p.a.

I,,

t
1_,
grounds,
titelist.cia
kteti
Turkey Tern
tat th.
The name ,%as
eollege becaumt enels ,,e;tr a slat. wide turkey show is held in .;;;;
of the adjoining exhibition 11,iii
However. one of Stanislatis.
more enterprising students capitalized on the situation not tot.
long ago. The student, ;,:ho had
never held a turkey in her life
I raised a bird and entered it in the
judging.
Nt’hen it was over. she had eapiiiied third place overall. trains.;
; ; ! I Ly students from leading a,.;Ii..1111 twat schools in t he
slate.

3 MINUTES!

Ad. er

Ittli1{01 NW.;
c1.110,,:t

III

i.I il, t 1r
I , . I .’ .l. , i,
’nit,
.1.41. ,14.111, 111111st LletrlISItilic11.
Lit the ILL ;
.i if, %%itti its little more than 800 is pelt, iii. iii;ILitive
students, to the task c,f education [slate coll,,, in Calitornia.
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Tacos make for tasty
study-break treats.
Stop in tonight.
4fh and St. James

Phone Orders CY 7-8421
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on the Inisis of campus interest.
SilS, %%ins 11,..
Judo
readership value and otn,rage are:
lor Itio third Wile
1. Paradise, Airlinos crash at
9. Spardi contrinorsy.
Lake ’rahoe, killing four srniors.
101. !Anus
\ ’sit to the
2. Controversy over the -eon- oampos.
tin’ and censorhip" of the Spar’rho tleaths of ...flaws Karen
tan Daily.
tittssenburg, Diane Manson
’t Soulent protest of sit:dont Tura and Tony ta-.11,i
_

pi.rle

01111,1

I of Ihe

.-ampos

alltsiipleil

Lassont ;triode bratidaig sp.’,
played a less signifientit role in
campus news this semester, a fact "second rale,"
proles!
res.ealeil by the top ten nows sto- ,ttratitot1)1’ (;coft;tttit, Jones’
" holit ta tie.
hy
the
Spartan Itaily
ries rated
staff.
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1111.‘, land
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111. top
mai
111t 11,1 4,1 1111’
nith WOITiS, and sometimes fists
A gioup of eoneortual individuals ()the’. itTOA ps picketed Liniis
charged the .1titionalisin and Ad - Mailing, and the administration.
,ortising Itepartruent svitlt con- Thoma, going in for more expressive
I. Four SJS students die in air disaster
tita
censorship ot the Spartan hoirris of protest fasted and at2. Spartan Daily control charged
els., and occasionally ’ tempted to boycott classes on a
3. ASII denies judo fund request
debate on the mass scale.
4. Jones charges secret files exist
tsi ri.:11 solutions
’rhe man of the semester might
_____..
5. Magazine article calls SJS "second rate"
6. Four ASE1 officers resign
7. SPU pickets ROTC drills
8. SJS wins NCJA judo championship
9. Controversy rages over Spardi statue
i0. Linus Pauling visits SJS campus
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uproar caused hy Student
the
Cotincirs comments on the Spardi
:1)11111,

"t’",flt ltright held among t
I fore1:1 tett ,1 tries WU): t he ;teeorflof the SJS judo toatn.
A group of disciplined and well,’ ained athletes won the third Hai aaiiit championship for SJS.
A triumph was touched by its.orii when coach Yosh
,Ftested ro-imhursernent from the
ASIS for the trip to Texas for the
toarn.
-Thars not correet procedure,"
rried runnel’ while petitions cir,od thr campus urging conneil
:..\erse its decision
It has been a spring of change
"111.’
and
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lid .1. ,
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pi 1,11 tient
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Number One Story
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, MAY 26, 1964

Paradise Airlines Disaster Victims

HARRY TURA

sect" Four Tahoe-Bound Seniors
Die in Nevada Air Disaster

KAREN GASSENBURG

DIANE HANSEN

Student Almost Took Fatal Ride
(starch 3, 1961)
One sp.! from death.
This w - the siliiiition facing
Tim Wils..II ..2!, 1567 Koch Lane,
San Jose, in connection with the
crash Staid:iv id the Paradise Airlines Super Constellation that
killed all 8.5 people aboard, in eluding four SJS seniors.
Wilson, an advertising major,
was one of a group (it’ persons
sPonsored by a local bar to make
the flight. He and a friend home

on leave from the Artily had 11.1:
els numbered 11011.,. tt bore, ilto
doomed flight was 9o1.1.
They were told the tickets were
all right and were in line to hoard
the plane hut as ilnn. approached
the aircraft door they welt. told it,
wait until all the ticket holders ot
901a had boarded.
The two men. who planned to
dr) some gambling while at Tahoe.
finally roached lhe plan. door
informod only one
when

11,1A

,1,11111.

11,11I

reporter he decided tit stay with his friend and
!..1 tho porson behind hint go.
Atter letting the other person
on, Wilson 111111 his companion became diso(airagerl over the trip,
hut were relieved when told by
airline otiThlilk that another plane
would bo flown clown from Tahnel
arcommodate the some 15 per-1
sons in the same predivament as
the SJS student.
I

S1011,111

111111.

It was while on a holdover in
Oakland on the alternate flight
that the passengers were told the
!light was cancelled and that they
%maid Ite returned to San Jose by
bus
Wilson "thanked God they were
Ittoky.- when he found later that
the plane had been reported missing. He stated the shock of the
disaster only hit him when he
found out for sure the plane was
down.
The SJS student stated it would
have been his first flight but he
now doubts if he will fly for
awhile.

(March 3, 1964)
storn-1 as 11 l’,1,roached Tahoe Val- I-.
...here identification will be atFoto SJS soniors were among lin on tho south shore Sunday tompied.
’rhe bodies aro tieing bmught out
rite sa. poople killed in the crash morning.
Search parties had ’,eon hol.’
sno-er.iehicles
of a four-engine airliner Stinthw
sa, ..
armed t.
-earch and
in Nevada. w..i.st air disaster in lutek I,y the samt
storm itt which the
niteets.
the state’s history.
Wreckage of the Paradise Air- appeared.
TAl
Late reports reveal the plane Int
lines plane was found yesterdio,
r wreckage was
morning, seatterrit on a snowy an x,700-fotit-high ridge as it trio.
cns
o s 1 hree-rudi lered
to
over
Hind,
and
mountain
the
motunainside just cast of tho
t,,i
’rho fuselage also reland at
Dollglits-Tahoe
fornia-Novaila border.
mitin,d intact. Other pieta, Were
Airport.
MileS aWay,
’two of the students, Karen
seatte.. over all area .4 several
linpaet was not direct. The plane
Gassrnberg, 21 -year-old eiltleaiion
hit
ridge tail first The liaok hundred feet.
In. t
inajor, find Diane t
mal radio reports indicated the
21, sociology majoy, were room- sott ion was tnrn off. shearing trees , plane was approaching Tahoe Valmates at 408 S. Fifth. They wore in the surmunding area.
ley Airport from the north, over
ENGINE SMOKING
both from Burlingame, classmates
George Costa of Bijou, first tot the lake. when a fast-moving
at Mercy High School there.
snowstorm moved in and made visTony Devine. 22, social science the scene of the crash y.esterday, ual landing impossil;t1e. The airport
was
engines
reported
one
of
the
San
Carlos.
was
the
major from
dors not have facilities for instruson of Stanford swim coach Clyde still smoking, indicating there may ment landings.
have
been
some
kind
of
fire.
Devine. Also a victim of the crash
COULD HAVE CLEARED
was Dovine’s roominate, Barri. 1 An Air Force doctor, who Wa)i
Capt. Leroy Marx, pilot of the
Tura, 23, PE major fmm Martinez. flown in by helicopter, reported
helicopter which found the
Tura was a fullback on the 1962 there were no suivivors.
Thr bodies are covered eeith wrecked plane. said that if the
SJS football team. Both men lived
about four feet of snow. making plane had been 100 feet higher it
al 324 S. Ilth St.
attempts to get them out difficult. would have cleared the ridge and
TA111011-BOUND
Sheriff’s deputies estimate it will made it nVer the ridge into Carson
The plane. carrying St1 passen- take two or three days before the Valley
A Civil Aeronautics Board accigers and a Crew Of four: was bound site can be cleared of the bodies.
Victims will he taken to Minden. dent investigation team was to at for ski and gambling resorts at
Lake Tahoe. It vanished in a snow- Nev., county seat of Douglas Cram- temp It, determine the cause of

4

Grim Aftermath:
Church Services,
Airline Shut Down

CRASH SITEHere is where the Paradise Airlines 4 -engine Constellation struck an 8,700 -foot
ridge between the Lake Tahoe Basin and Carson
Valley March 1, killing four SJS seniors and 81
Other persons. Tail section of the plane is the

oblong shape just below the ridge’s crest at
center. If the aircraft had been about 100 feet
higher, it would have probably flown safely over
the ridge and into the Carson Valley just beyond.

Dr. Goddard Assigned to France
1)1’. Wesiev 1;10,1

ill’a11

Foreign Lanai:co. la.partment
has been appointed tn. ChancrIliu
Glenn S. Dumke to serve as restdent director for the 1964-65 academic year for the French part of
the (aillfornia State College International Program.
Dr. Goddacti veill leave Sept. 2
on a charter flight along with
eight San dose State students who
will also take part in tlic program
at the University of Aix-Marseilles
Aix-en-Provencr, Franee.
Attending grammar and high

,011),,IS 111
and

reeeiving

;i1
the

11,1,
t.,,’1."ir

l’Universite’ de Paris in Itt5u.
Grxhiard knows the langaace and
country, qualifying him to ,,erve
as academic adviser to 4n students
from various California State Colleges.
About 27 or 2S S,In ;lose Stialt.
other
\\
si talents will part
diglents in the stale in ..irnilar
progriuns in France pain, t;er
Many, Sweden. .1.11ain an.I For.
Salt
mosa. nmt only t.t
Stale faculty nionittoi pat I alpat

t

1.1 tho tco itrit program is Dr.
1.
1, tin, associate prort.
of history.
1,1 rirslilard received his B.A.
dogree at Swarthmore College.
his M.A drarrce at the University
california. and his (Imam’. de
’tii,ertate de Paris in France.
rte. Giddrii.(1 came to San Jose
State as an English teacher in
the same year his lather.
1),.,,, OsIdaid, Dean of Men, retood. Dr Giddard snitched to the
foreign largagia,0 department and
became department head in 195a

(March 5, 1964)
Requiem Mass for four students
killed in the crash Sunday of a
Tahoe-bound Paradise Airlines
Constellation will be held Monday
evening, at 7 ’10 in St. Patrick’s
Catholic Clitirch. 389 E. Santa
Clara St.
Any student who wishes to pay
respects to Karen Gassenberg.
Diane Hansen. Tony Tkwine, ot
Harry Tura may attend. The ISlass
will he said by Fr. Cyril Leech.
chaplain of SJS Newman Club.
The four &IS seniors were killed
Sunday morning when their aircraft disappeared in a sudden
snowstorm and crashed on a ridge
in Nevada. Four crewmen and 77
other passengers were also killed.
Workers continued the grim
task of recovering the bodies of
the victims from the icy crash
scene and taking them to nearby
Minden, Nev.. for identification.
First of many expected suits
was filed against Paradise Airlines
and its president. Merman Jones,
yesterday in Salinas.
The airline was also grounded
by the Federal Aviation AgeneY
for failing to conduct a safe opTippet s. reera t ion. Joseph
gional director of FAA, said the
airlines had authorized two flights:
one from San Jose to Tahoe. the
other from Tahoe to Oakland,
when the weather conditions at the
l’ithrte airport vcere below the
minimum. Ile also said neither
aircraft W1114 equipped with adequate de-icing egilipment

PLANE CRASHA Paradise Airlines Constellation like this one crashed March 1 in the SierraNevade Mountains on a flight from San Jose to
Lake Tahoe’s south shore. All 85 passengers

aboard, including four SJS students, wcre killed
instantly. The airline makes regular flights from
the Bay Area to Tahoe Valley which is near ski
resorts and Nevada gambling.

Southern Woman Improves Female Position
1,,
1.3111’le ,
compiling; for the
Mt)lill.E. Ala I PI,
’
Wittman, who ro-orls "the alleged time a Hstoii, of the organization
In her own which debates a dozen colleges ansuperiority of in.it
anothei nually.
small vt.:* has
niche for women in the man s
atiss Wittman. an 1S-year-old
world.
sophomore, plans to be a lawyer
She is thr first woman elected She has strong ideas about
presidont of Spring Hill Colleg,os women’s place in society.
115-year-old I’ortier 1)ebating S""Quite franklt.. I resent the aleiety.
Sho
writ, tIV11 111,. C,,,11.1\.,.1S17igIne’111111‘\Perhi’11\

t.: in

most

lields

women

are

equal to men and in some
areas superior," said Miss Witt
man. a stately. hazel -eyed blonde
"I also think women are as intelligent, as capable and have just
aS much stamina for harri work."
She admits. however. men may
be right about one complaint they
have about women
their hemming emotionally involved in eertain
l’Ainly

sititaliOns.

Graduation Gimmick
NEW YOBK t
Today’s
graduates can take more than diplomas away. from graduation.
They can take autographs of
friends who sign their mortarboard.
Otte company which furnishes
graduation cap and goyim have
come out with mortarboard, with
signatures of
spare inside for
friends

111P
company said,
like gowns are rented to
graduates. But there has been a ,1
growing demand for a souvenir of
the occasion, At first, the corn.
’,any offered a cletaehahle tassel
that graduates could bay. Now s
gone all out, offering the whole
cap to the stadonts sentimental
ahont one of those roMnieneetnents
life.
Caps

"This may he true hut a woman
in laW ran .1.. her job without all
this emotional involvement . . .
estsatially after she bevomes experienced."
Miss Wittman said shr wants to
marry.. ton. Marriage and "a lot of
children- would niix fine with her
legal carrel’
What kind or mnn7
"I’m looking for a man who can
exercise authority I think he’ll
need it with me. and I’ll respect
him mitre for it."

--..11111111111111

2RSPART.AN

Council Upset
With Statue

Tuesday, May 26. 1964

DAII,V

Work, Work, Work

(Feb. 24, 1964)
A controversial Spartan stoial
before Student Council hist week
as piercing words flew about
Cooneil chambers.
actress listened to the same opera
The Art Planning Committee,
in French on a record and sang
which had worked on arrangealong with it. This she did three
ments for the replica of the pro.
nights a week sometimes not usposed 12-foot statue of Spardi. wa.s
ing records and accompanying herno more happy with the Council’s
self on the piano instead.
comments than Council members
The opera workshop, made up
were with the statue.
of cast members of "La Perichole,"
Virginia Vessel, junior represtarted rehearsals during the secsentative. asked if other possible
ond week.
designs were available. If so, could
During the final month. the rethe Council see them?
hearsals were more .:3mplete with
’’We can’t make any more rep.
working
now
together
the actors
lieas becaur,e this one cost $50,"
as a group for a longer time. Miss
said Don Carroll.
Hinshaw’s schedule required that
Carroll, sophomore representashe practice with the group daily.
tive, proposed the idea last fall for
Although it was a production
a statue of Spardi to grace the
for the College Theater, the treatcampus.
ment of the cast was not any less
Fred Hest, sophomore representprofessional than usual.
ative, felt someone should have
CRITICISM HELPS
drawn preliminary sketches before
Said Miss Hinshaw. "You must
any large expendituir WaS made.
take the yelling and strong critiIn a letter sent to Student councism from the directors. hut this
cil, David P. Hatch, assistant prois their ssay of helping. There is
lessor of ail. described the statue
rto exception to the rule. You take
as "an exciting, modern. centralthe word of the director and follow
izing symbol of the Spartan spirit."
through without an argument.
Thirty-eight art instructors had
"We were warned not to critisigned a petition stating the statue
cize or mach fellow-players bewas in excellent taste and reprocause this might confuse them on
serried good contemporary art.
how a particular part should be
"I want to see what 1.11e 14,s1
The statue had been called an
figure.
cast-iron
the
of
replica
a
is
STATUEHere
PROPOSED
played," she added.
the students want," said junior
by one of the Council
nightmare"
"aesthetic
Spartan
symbolize
SJS
to
for
statue
proposed
TWO months before opening
representative Jack Perkins. "The
members.
Spirit. Council has not yet decided whether or
night. all cast members are fitted
statue will be for the whole school,
the
construct
to
$2,000
not it will allot some
for costumes. Costume designer
so I think everyone should have a
Berneice Prisk has to come up
say."
"While the statue will cost
%thiehlR% stittai:leso;digess)
$2,000 to build," according to Dr.
cision of costume choices is made
Leonard G. Stanley, director of the
by Miss Prisk. directors Neeson
statue program, "it will be valued
and Dunning and set designer J.
at nearly $3,000."
(March 12, 1964)
someday be renowned in the field asked Hie !set Planning Committee
Wendell Johnson.
The statue had been called an
had
said
if
he
and
to invi,I.,r.T;e the possibility of "aesthetic nightmare" by one of
Student Council members yes. of sculpture,
PERFORMANCE APPROACHES
statue
,,,,
building a campus
the Council members.
Time for the performance ap- terclay reversed their earlier feel- already made his name. the
proaches. A week before opening irgs and voted 15-2-1 to approve would cost $15,000 or more.
The allotted $2,000 will pay for
night, there is a rehearsal where (a-instruction of the Spardi statue
materials only and exclude any
directors and members of the pro- on campus.
Turning point in their decision artist’s fees.
duction staff pay particular attenThe Spardi statue problem betion to malce-up alone, All make- was a display of other contemporup is applied to the actors by ary art sculpture models to choose gan this semester when Art Planfrom at yesterday’s council meet- ning Committee pl’6111111(N1 01111161
(Continued on Page tiR)
ing to depict "the Spartan spirit." with an Is-ineh cast aluminum
The Art Planning Committee model of a SpArtan and it bill for
presented four statues and several $55 for niaterials.
nei I last. srmest er,
St talent
sketches at Council’s request.
now go to
The statue issue
Ithe Campus Development Committee. Headed by C. Grant Hutton, executive (lean, the all-faCll 11 ,!.
committee will decide where the i DENTON, Tex. , UPI,
Dr.
statue will be placed on campus.1George D. Hendricks of the Nralh
Guaranteed Major Oil Co. Gasoline
The six oi. seven -foot Spartan ’ Texas State University F:nglish
- will stand on a cement block about ’1-,ietlity has a hobby of rollecting
four feet high. It %sill le 1/11i11 01 popular beliefs and supto.tititincast aluminum on the outside to , in the Southwest. ile conies uP
resist weatherine. It will be steel . oh some weiedis
6th and Keyes
4th end William
inside for strength.
Take a couple on weather: If a
10th and Taylor
Sculptor is narY1 Webb. grad- ,,A. kicks baekv,,ard, it is a sr.:n
13th and Julien
uate student. Leonard G. Stan1(5. that it will rain within three (1:1
2391 The Alameda
art. professor, eftrlier said the 1 Singing at the supper table %sill
(3 blocks
of Sante Clere University)
$2,000 east is a barg.oe
’ make it rain.
prof -I:miry (op! ’ ’
flew iii, tits,. for men who have
I ,en nagged by their wives about
dresses: Bite the tail of a hetOOOOOOO
tly and a new dress will he
dimming.
Wart trouble? Just talk loud and
1,.tig, arid rub.
Ghosts won’t bother you in a
Your cap and gown rental and
graveyard if you hold your breath
,tal walk out backwards.
one dozen graduation announcements
In the field of human relations,
!lendricks got this advice:
"lieware of that man, be he
1,,,nd or brother, tV11/1141 hair iS
4), rotor and
innstnehe another"

Operetta’s Evolution Revealed
By SUSAN HANG
There’s no business like show
business . . . if you want to live
a hectic life and develop a case
of nerves. Take it from Sue Hinshaw. She ought to know.
"It’s work, work, work, from beginning to end and even after
the end," expressed fvliss Hinshaw,
who has the title role in the present SJS Drama-aillSie Departments’ joint production of the
comic operetta "La Perichole."
Her first attack of nervousness
took place at try-outs the first
week of spring semester. The senior music student had never played
a major role in any of the college
productions before and the only
stage experience she had was doing
minor roles.
AUDITIONS;
At the audition. directors ni..
ifilek Neesotl of the SJS drama

$1495

staff and Dr. Edwin Dunning of
the music faculty took notes and
conferred while each aspirant sang,
read lines from the play, and acted
in an impromptu group situation.
"I was still a bit shaky later
when I found out that I was to
play the lead part in ’La Perichole’
and that I had been cast in my
very first major role," recalled
Miss Hinshaw. "After that exciting announcement, the weeks and
weeks of hard work began."
FEEL ROLE
Indeed it did. First task for Miss
Hinshaw was to read the play
through, paying particular attention to the character of Perichole,
the pretty street singer who ditches her poor but honest boyfriend
’Paquin()) for the wealthy ViceIroy of Peru.
Also to help her get a "feel for
the eharacter.’ the young studen

BUYS YOU THE MOST "INVENTED"
NEW SMALL CAR IN THE WORLD!

SEE THIS RED-HOT SUNBEAM SPORTSEDAN

Calame’s TRADE CENTER
Eng. Ford G.T.
Hillman
Sunbeam
Authorized Dealer in Santa Clara County
11,6 unique features, from the individual Certwel suspended
and unique tilt-up rear window to the shiminum rear en.=
and rack and pinion steering. Unrivaled performance add
.conomycruising speed of 70 mph_ up to 40 wise pap
seam Roornier than any ettler
4855 Stevens Creek Blvd.

Re GINO
241.2095

Spardi Statwe Approved by Student Council Vote;
Difficult Decision on Selection Finally Made

Lowest
Gas Prices
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IN SAN JOSE

Texas Professor
Collects Beliefs

PURITAN OIL CO.
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When you sign up for life
membership in your SJS
Alumni Association. As a
graduating senior, this is
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a life member of your Association.
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"A""""’ State College Master Plan Attacked

Jones Aileges
Secret Files Kept
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(AprII 29, 11/1141
A member of the college faculty
has charged the administration
with keeping secret personnel files.
Lashing, 0111 tit administration
policy, Dr. George Jones, assistant
professor of philtisophy, said yesterday that routine personne! ’lies
are inaecrssible to the indivinuals
’
According to I/r. Jones, keepine
personnel files is standard precedare, but "The fact that they RIM
not accessible to the individual is
not "
Jones indicated that when he
!rimester! the file, he was reoeed
,,n the grounds that enllege trolley
forbids instructors to see them.
,
Dr. Jones’ grievances against
the administration presently are
hying ronsidered by the Academic
C.,uncil Grievance Committee.
Dr. William J. Dusel, college
%lee president, refused to comment
en Dr. Jones’ accusation until a
decision is reached by the griev:awe corrunittee. He added: "I
would not want to say anything
that may preilldiee the deci,m,ri
id the .oiiiinittee."

’1’111.. id.:
Mary Nli.l’Artlo.
’1’111.1.1..N1:11AN AFFAIR Helen

PHONE CYpress 3.7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS

OPEN ’TM MIDNIGHT

Good food makes for good times
What beffer way fo spend an
evening than where servings are
large, prices ere right. FOUNTAIN end RESTAURANT.

Howard’s Crystal Creamery
-

7

"I

10 10 g, rn

-

Clor,rd

Mr,r1J,

D 0 N’T
VACAT I 0 N
f without calling us)
DAILY EXPRESS SERVICE FOR SMALL LOT SHIPMENTS
LOWEST RATES TO ALL POINTS IN THE UNITED STATES
$11, 14 CWT)
(NEW YORK CITY
SMALL -LOT STORAGE AT SAN JOSE WAREHOUSE
SPECIAL STUDENT/PROFESSOR RATES

Bekins World Wide Moving and Storage
"1,/.

bor am! insist pre"

3177 Stev.n, C,ei Blvd.

STUDENT FASTSRafael Herdia Reyes, senior philosophy major
stands in front of the Administration Building as he fasts in protest of the "Secret Files" he believes are maintained by the
college administration. He began his fast two weeks ago for dt1
indefinite period of time.

Dr. Jones’ Running Battle
With College Administration
(May 4, 19114)

NON-1,14’TION
FOUR DAYS
American Heti1;1141’ and
A DAY IN THF: LIFE OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY Jim Bishop
THE NAKF:D SOCIF:TY
Vance
Paekard
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F. Kennedy
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John I, Carte
1.NTION Fletelier Kriebel
and Charles W. Bailo II
TI11.. NIGIrf IN LISBON Erich
Itemarque
THE WAPSHOT SCANDAL
Cheever
VON RYAN’S EXPRESS . David
Westheimer
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Richard E.

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.

1
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1,141y)

iltodente APuf Co.
SAN JOSE CALIF.

"is well qualified and the students
are from the upper third cif high
school graduates, Nevertheless,
San Jose (State! is mediocre."
Why? The artiele goes on to
point out that the University of
r’alifornia obvinisly is favored
above the state eolleges. Berkeley
campus operationn for 1961-62 cost
approximately $50 million. &IS
spent approximately $13 million for
the same time. Berkeley had only
7,216 more students than SJS at
that time.
The late former president,
Thomas MacQuarrie, and Pres.
John T. Wahlquist also come
under fire. Both are blamed for
carrying on the philosophy of
"training in an efficient 9 to 5
envimnment." SJS, it says, "has
little appreciation of the position
that good teaching arises from a
creative and vigorous intellectual
life; nor is there much sympathy
for, or understanding of, the intellectual as a type.
"It is not wise for an ambitious
student to remain at SJS," notes
the anonymous observer, "beeause
Cold Weather Calls tem. graduates receive fellowshipor assistantships in good graduate
For More Food
schools." The article indicates that
LiNcot Neb. (URI -- The perhaps SOMP professors encourAmerican Medical Association says
it takes more energy hence more
ppm
thf
calories during cold weather to lre hope UP
maintain the body’s normal tem- (unity id attending to your
perature.
Helen Beeker Extension health surfing needs nI Mir nen shop
k
I 11’1 at the Univer. . .
..,
N..,.. 4.. said even in the
11111re temperate climates it is WISP
to recognize the body’s winter need
for more "high-octane" fuel.
She suggested adding to the
usual meal a little extra cream or
butter, cream soups, or a slice or
two of bacon and an extra egg
now and then
131areh 13. 13641

Is San Ise Slate a second rate
sehoei? Dissent, a "quarterly of
socifilist opinion." recently inelntert an article evaluating the
California State Master Plan for
higher education and explicitly
vatting San JORP State a sample
ot its so-called product.
Authored anonymously by "An
observer," the artiele blames history, the philosophy’ of the state
eollege system and the present &linear ion of function between the
institutions of higher learning for
v.tuit the writer calls the shortcomings of SJS.
’’tating that the planners began
with an excellent university and
a group of colleges which were
already second rate, the article
says thr emphasis nn scholarship
and research vvtis assigned to the
university and teaching to the
state colleges, thus limiting a vital
part of the 1st:deo college intellectual life.
"The faeulty," says the article,

Publishers Weekly
Lists Best Sellers
ohipilvil

DR. JONES FIRED
Jones reeently received a tor
letter from Pre. John T
w;ditquist informing him that he
would not be retained as an in,tructor after this semester.
"I decided that I wanted to see
file as a matter of principle,"
Dr, Jones explained. "I also wanted to see my file because one of
my superiors had told me that
tie placed on file ’facts’ which
tie me in knots,"
the
The pmfessor state,.
.....sort for his dr-. old aatation
alter June ". . . 11111,1 he in the
tile," Ile added: "I know there i,
it several page indictment iigmits.
me and this affects me directly
at the moment."
Dr. Jones said that he would
want the privilege of knowing
what is in the file at any tune,
even if he were to be retained.
tATMOsINIERE OF FEAR’
Attacking the policy, Dr. Jonestated that this type of secret te,

Anonymously Penned ’Dissent’ Article
Branded SJS a ’Mediocre’ Conege

creates an "atullisphere of fear
and trenmhling" atnong faculty
members who realize that anything van he put in their files.
Ile added that because of the
secrecy of the file. an instructor
cannot defend himself.
’"I’his is an open invitation li)
anyone who might want to damage ;in individuars reputation."
the professor said.
Asked if he knew why he was
being relieved after June. Dr.
Jones replied that he did not know.
"I wouldn’t have been retained
even il there. had not been ;in indictment on file," he asserted.
"I arn glad, however. that the
tile is there," he stated, "because
when I do get my lilt% I will know
what to do.
,yele.ani. the chance to debate
as puld..iy as possihle the wisdom
arid morality of such a policy."
Dr. Jones concluded

bon E1,1.10TT
San dos*

CH 3-7500

Dr. George Jitnes continued h.
attack on college administrat,ri
policy Friday, charging Vice 1’..
dent William J. Dusel with issuing
instructions to witnesses anneal’.
ing before the ad hoc glieVanCe
commit tee.
The grievance committee presently is considering a grievance
bmught forth by Dr. Jones.
"If Dr. Dusel doesn’t want to
prejudice the decision of the ad hoc
committee in my case, then why
did he issue instructions to those
giving testimony. telling
e
what tta tni:4111 and might not
-:0.?" Dr. Jones asked.
According to Dr. Jones, Dr. Do set toid some of the members of
.h. philosophy department tenure
committee to answer only questions pertaining to procedural matte’, and not substantive ones. He
...hied that matters of character
’,rid leaching hility were thus
excluded.
In answer to Dr. Jones’ charge,
Dr. Dusel stated: "I have not communicated with any members of
the philosophy department tenure
committee. I did explain to the
department head that the department’s first assignment is to investigate Dr. Jones’ charges that
there
Were
irregularities in the
..c.wedure by which he was judged.
-The committee has agreed not
m attempt to rejucige Dr. Jones’
.miability for tenure and presum,..1,. would not do so unless they
..ind the department committee
...led in an irregular manner."
Dr. Jones, assistant professor of
philosophy, asserted that if the
is tn have a grievance corn:p.o.e. it should funetion without
,dhience from the administration.
, "If the administration can dietate what witnesses can or cannot
say, we are just as well not to
have one." he added.
Dr Roland Lee, head of the ad
hoc commit tee, sand that he "would
riolittr not say anything" on the
.i,itter. Ile added that grievallvf.
.1,anit tees am a difficult and tick-1. subject and would rather no!
.,,iiiinent.
The erievanee committee tarn’ mit. is .onsidering Dr. IttrIt’’’’
lot is 1101 pxiwutoll

I pare colleges, teachers and currieula across the country knows
thql San Jose State College has
learned to do many things
unusually well.
"To eall our aecomplishments
’second rate’ or ’mediocre’
mnre
insulting than informative and not
at all perceptive. I would expect
a responsible critic to offer more
constructive suggestions than removing our legislators. rutting
down the University of California
to size or scrapping the Master
Plan for Higher Education in California."
Some faculty members contaeted hy the Daily Friday afternoon said they agree with the
article but asked tn remain
anonymous.
One pmfessnr declined to cornH
ment on the article because it was
not signed.
Dr. Peter M. Buzanski. assistant
pmfessor of history, stated that he
had read the article quickly and
in his npininn its criticism of the
Donahue Act is wholly justified. It
is true that the eollege is in a Seeondary position in relatinn to the
university, he said, but he feel,
that SJS is in the forefront ol
other state rolleges.

Daily I
Friday revealed that in spite of
the furor .satim..1 I., a recent article
in Dissent magazine, quarterly of
socialist opinion, m a ny faculty
members here are not directly
acquainted with the text but,
rather, reports irf it which have
appeared in loyal newspapem.
The article. written anonymously
by "An Observer." is an evaluation
of the California State Master
Plan for Higher Education and
cite, S.IS as an example of serond
rate colleges allegedly produced hy
the plan.
Dr. William J Dusel. vice president of the college, had this to
say Friday:
"So an anonymous critic doesn’t
like the way the slate colleges are
being run. Is this news? Is it
news wort hy ?
"The deeply rooted feeling of inferiority which causes suit criticisms to he upsetting to some is
understandable. We are of humble
parentage State Teachers eollege
out of Normal School.
"But anyone who has ’,Pen
around during the last century and
has had the opportunity to com

spai tan

at

SlatP.

another reason for SJS medioerity, the writer suggests what
he terms a "new drive-in type ot
education," available from 7:30 in
the morning until 10 at night.
"dispensed from easy -to-clean con
(Tete shelters "
College administrators have
eomment as yet. Dr
made
Richard Tansey. professor of art.
has gone on record as saying the
.
article is a "just description .
particularly in the relationship of
the univeraty to the state colleges."
. . ’chines are changing.
however It is developing into ..
fine liberal art- college"
AS
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Anonymous Observer Attacked
State’s Master Plan ’SJS Second Rate
16.
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San Francisco

arrive :it a decision in the near
tut ure.
Dr. Jones recently was given a
written letter from the administration informing him that he would
not be retained after the June 1964
commencement.

rh.,11,

age those. students who are able
tr.’ lea VP or Berkeley f ler t

BURGER TOWN
10th & William

open 24 hours a day

now serving breakfast
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Pickets, Anti -Pickets Clash Over ROTC

Islay 26, 1961

Olarch 18, 1961)
sell had volunteered for the Nasy
Ilcat from a iliarni spring daY ireeentl and presently Ls awaiting
and intense arguments caused tem- ordeis to report to San Diego.
pers to rise to near danger points
SECURITY ENDANGERED
yesterdit afternoon at the Student
He charged that "STU it: under(SPUI-spunsored
Peace U n ion
mining American security. It is
demonstration of ROTC’ at the running down the U.S. Army, and
athletic field near the Art Build- if it succeeds. it will eliminate our
ing.
deterrent to Russian aggression."
Approximately 20 st uden t
Something new was added to the
demonstration - anti -picket marched around the field. then. as
picketer Mit) gathered a small the cadets marched on the field.
following which soiced its view in vkords flew lett and right at the
favor of ROTC’ and fought verbal- gate. Curious and opinionatNI students stood in three groups arguly with the Peace Union.
Dave Johnson. who said he at- ing their basic beliefs.
When the cadet batallion fintended SJS last semester, carried
, a ret1 and yellow sign which bore , ished drilling, it left the Held and
the letters "SPU" and a hammer , was greeted by a smattering of
’and sickle. Johnson said he him - applause from those who argued

Ex-Officers Charge SPUR
’Undermined’ Opposition
gathering. Mel Holmes (right hand up) held an
anti -ROTC sign. The dernonstration, sponsored
by +he Student Peace Union, was par+ of that
group’s attempt to abolish military training at
SJS.

PICKETS MEETStudents, arguing pro and con
ROTC, gather around two of the pickets a+ +he
demonstraf,on near an afternoon drilling exercise on the athletic field behind the Art Building. The SPU sign held by former student Dave
Johnson, was +he only anti -picket sign at +he

Four ASB Officials Quit
(March 18. 1984)

WE’RE HERE TO
ANSWER QUESTIONS . . .
Questions about sa.ing for the future, about creating an adequete
nstate for future responsibilitles,
about money and life insurance and
you We’re Connecticut Mutual Life’s
representatives here on the San Jose
State Camp-us:We hope we’ll have a
chance to answer your questions
soon.

Robert T.

Student government got a double shock over the weekend.
Three Student Council members
and Executive Secretary Bob
Coontz resigned from their offices.,
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PAct:. newly organized political
party. also disbanded.
Resigning council members are
Fred Best and Dan Dahlen, sophomore representatives. and Carol
Eckert, junior representative.
All four announced their resignations in identical letters sent to
ASB Pres. Stee Larson. The onesentence letters merel,s stated they
-viould like to resign" and gave no
reasons for the action.
However, late last night. Rest,
...ntz and Dahlen issued the
..,1wing
statement to Spartan
’The situation was no longer tol, :,h1e. We felt it was expedient for
- to resign now rather than re:1..1n in an organization whose
tuode of operation was contra*.
to our system of ethics."
Miss k:rkert made a separate
staternept: "Student goverumept is
a valuable training program for
political individuals and an efficient machine producing tor the
student hods. However, since the
mokfi goes up the chimney Just
tile same. I choose to rechannel
energies into more aeadelnic
At the time ot his resignation,
Rest !.aid PAtE, the party he
t..rrned lo give SJS a two-party
sl1.111, would not run a slate of
lididates.
iiest issued the following statement to explain the action: "We,
the executive stait ot PACE, af ter
king constant’. on PACF: for
ost four
have become
711
i convinced
in tino it
stth
mie v.
vn-tik. n.
r
,,t
h . ’,Mist( a working
,..-party
-1 The effort that
.uld be o.,i led to estabhsh a
%kould entirely nullify
principal purpose of those col.
students undertaking such a
tect the
purpose of learning.
...v.. regret the fart that PACK
.,r1,1 the tiko-parly
,,tetri has
The problem is unsolted and
.1r.se l-ltale will remain a one,hai

Outstanding Performance;
Amazing Quality

I ..111,

Low, Low Prices

that

Ohm Ow
follf Mill a "II

Ixe couldn’t fill the committees, some of the committee positions are still unfilled."
The situation is a had one, the
former officials maintain, and they
do not see any impinvement in the
alleged shortcomings. There are
possible answers they believe. however, students don’t care and to
take constructive ;alien would require more Him. than mod students are willuig
aide to give.

C

otch A BIG Job!

I cannot trust the Riii.sians,"
Alas
said.
Staff Sgt. iim Grassi, pre-theulogy inajor, stated "Much
as
arn against Niolenee, I believe
%to
have an obligation to protect
Ow
ideals and to help us keep
free.
dom."
This was the second %seek SEM
picketed the ROTC. Last
%seek
about 50 students carried prate.,
signs durilig a special ItOTt
change of command ceremony.
- -

STUDENT VILW’s

Thos. Jefferson’s
Weather Reports
Processed in South

Jti

After the drilling and demon strafing, one cadet who wished to
remain unidentified, stated he did n’t believe SItt "really belie,.
in what they are picketing t!,.... i !
,\Sfjj.:VJLI,I... N.,. Ili
%you’d like to see %Olaf they’ll .1.
it. they n.et.t, ract,t1 ,, on ., gun.
I . Weather reports prepared
19a
think thry.re itis, se,king piiliciirs
ago by Thomas Jefferson
licity I never heard of the Peace I are being fed into a giant cum Union until H couple of weeks ago." puter at the U.S. Weather Reoirris
date.. (wet’s:thin:4
of gray,.
Orlando Alas, also a member of fr:eonntierthhpet.r.int.::zepredict
the ROTC, stressed the "%le%%’: ol I turn
the students are not the y ieNs A of limit groves to the best time 1,,
on your air conditioner.
the entire detachment.
1 It doesn’t matter, however, h,
’11/tIFFIEICENT VIEWS’
the Honeywell computer if the in "I do beliese SPI liclimes in tormation WaS l.:atIter1.41 in Jefferwhat t hey stand for. A. I -.., .1 ., h .,r th,. latest "eyein.the-sky"
n, milii,,n, ,,i.
die Main dirri.rphe, 1,,i,-..,., ,,... .,.,,,1.,. ,,,,iii...
views and theirs i. that tii,
.,,,, ,...1,,,,i, It ha, ,a1 hand mak, it
VCIIIIIII.T II) tillSt MI‘ 1:11,,F111, 11 pir.Sible ill accurate’s’ determine
,,, ,,,,,,,, t disarm ,,,. 11 f,,,th llris- average weather
roarlilibli, al1,1
la and the C.S v. WI’ t , dl‘-.A!..11 ill t .11:01110 ii’’’’; at ii,’,. !’. ’
11,1,..

,I

11..iii.4

!HO,.
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,I

11,, i‘

.,11
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L.:1,11.1.,

,, 1100010,-.1,910

SITUA,THIN Aiiii.R.tVATk;11
The present sdliation aggi
vated by the disbanding of the
other political party on caMpUS,
PACE, and thus the death
of the short-lived two-party system
on the SJS campus.
This was blamed by Dahlen on
the tactics of SPUR which he accused of threats and bribery directed at potential PACE candidates.
These. Driblet’ charged. take the
form of offering committee positions to individuals running for
SPUR or against PACE.
Individuals are also threatened
with the withholding of coinmittee positions should they run
against SPUR or for PACE.
Dahlen charged Larson and ASB
Vice President Bob Pisan() with expressing faith and need in a wo.
sy-tent hut sabotaging o
part
efforts before it got off the V.1,11111,1
Pisan(’ maintains that neither’,
nor Lars.m had ever attempted I squelch the opposition. "comont.
COUNCIL A RUBBER STAMP tee aptutintments are based on th,
Former sophomore representa. merit system." he said, "and sel.,.tive Dan Dahlen believes that the tion is on a purely competitive
council is no more than a "rubber basis.
"As a member of a party I
stamp for top executive proposals
Conned is. worthless because eVol’ :going to do whatever I can do (.
be a the opposition party,- sic,.
thing tlie propose goes through
HOWeVel*, the tomer student l’isano. "Wit 1 would not employ
government officials agreed that to such tactics."
tlic differences of the
imprme the structure of the student government would take more two sides, Larson expressed hope
for a possible remncilation with
time than it is worth.
at [east sonie of the fortner
One laissible answer propmed by
former sophomore representative dent officials.
Whatever the outcome of atFred Best would he to reorganize
reconcilation. in mune’’,
along the line of the parliamentary .empts
the itoitt,,,tti it is unlikely. that PACE will be
’tern. redueing
ilic .tmli.tit body ele,ludents and
’11.11;01,
I "),1‘ "I th,d Sl’I’l? %kill 1,c 1.,c,-,1
dissolving the exe(ottve... and
political partie,, altogether. Pro. 1"111’
grams would he administered I.\ Ihr
raid personnel with student committees and chairman on committees.
Larson inaintained that students
would not tolerate more administrative personnel dispensing S111.
hinds However. one of the
resigned officials cited the C011,-!,
1 ’lion situation as :4
In IMMO
I "StlirirntS clamored tor more sol,,

and

V11,11Y

1tait.tin
tif.t

SPUP

I March 17, 1964
Student Council and SPUR, campus political party, came under fire
yesterday from three Student
Council members and Executive
Secretary Bob Coontz, who IV.
,igned their ’,films Friday.
Student Council was accuse(’ of
ignoring the real purpose for its
existence and SPUR was rimmed
with undermining the opposing
PACE political party before it hati
a chance to get started.
Resigning council members.
Fred Best. Dan Dahlen and Carol
Eckert told Spartan Daily that
students involved in campus government "spend too much t
e
politicking and the result has been
a situation where student service
and individual scholarship is neglected."
ASB President Steve Larson
denied the charge of "politicking"
labeling it "ridiculous." "Student
Council must justify its existence
by service," Larson said. Ile maintained that the council’s past record of service did just that.
Answering the charge that student government activities take
too much time and result in a
lowering of academic standards,
Larson pointed to the collective
3.3 GPA of the executive council.
However. the former metnbers of
Student Council maintained that
each of theni had GPA’s above 3.0
before they began to serve on
council and each of them had since
dropped below that standard.

in (awl: of the military pr(ap-ain.
Johnson. carrying his anti -pick.
et picket sign, marched behind the
last of the cadets. yelling "Eseryone who’s for ROTC follow me!"
Only a few students went with
him. Most stayed hehind to continue arguing.
SPU president. Kim Maxwell,
commenting. on the contingent in
favor ()I ROTC, said "People who
tell nte to keep gun.s until there
is no hostility are generally those
who are the most hostile."

-
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Pauling Faces Crowd
(April 20, 1064)
Some people would die, some would
merely be unconscious and others
Wearing a SPU button, Dr.
would he unaffected."
Lois Pauline Friday faced a
’sTCOENTS CAN PICKET’
cowl of about 200 for his final
One student inquired how stuappearance on campus at an intorno) coffee hour-discussion be- dents could hasten disarmarnent.
"Individual citizens can make
hind the Home Economics Buildcontributions to disarmament by
ing.
taking such actions as carrying
Ni time was wasted. The first a sign in pickets,
writing to loCal
VOstion concerned Dr. Pattling’s newspapers, the President or memsiatement on the cessation of bio- irrs of congress tat take action
when an election comes along
logical and chemical warfare.
"Research in the fields of bio- get them to commit themselves on
1,,,zical and chemical warfare crticial questions."
Dr. Pauline, answering a quesould he stopped by treaty." Tttere
%will(’ be some difficulty, he said, tion about the problem of distrust
in eliminating secrecy, but this and disarmament, said, "I don’t
(+mild be overcome through a sys- feel that the major pi-oblem is one
tem of inspection by the people of distrust. I don’t think we have
and bN communications to the U.N. to trust Russia or ask them to
%then such acthlties were dis- trust us.
("Acted.
"We must formulate an interAnother question concerned the national agreement to the advanweapon. Dr. tage of all
a4. of nerve gas as
governments. This way
paiiiing stated that he didn’t they would keep the agreements,
something
that
is
can
this
-think
because they are to an advantage.
nr achieved because it Ls difficult The treaties should be made with
t.. distribute chemical concentra- the best possible control and inion equally over a given area. spection systems."

MEN -WOMEN
OVER 21
EARN $1500-$3000
DURING VACATION
Plus 560-$80 per week parttime during the school. This is
no pipe dream. You can do it
if you have drive and determination.

CALL
Ihtvid Peirsett
244-6900
for interview

experiments of a sociological, economicai and political nature.
Dr. Panting was asked how much
of the new attitude toward communism Was determined by the
personality of Mr. Khrushchev and
how much of a change would be
caused by his death.
"I know that there are militarists, called Neo-Stalinists. who
might get into power if Khrushchev should die. This would be a
serious event for the world. 1 hope
when the Khrushchev regime
comes to an end, there will be
as sensible a man as Khrushchev
to lake over instead of the NeoStalinists. I think the successor
will continue the present policy.
"Most Russians I know," he said,
"remember the days of Stalin with
bitterness."

the limo 146 years to exhaust the
(April 17, 1061)
In the Men’s Gym, not quite! Cut ent stockpile of nuclear weepfilled to capacity, Dr. Linus Pauline last night spoke on "Science
BIRTH DEFECTS
He ;again made a point of his
and World Affairs." Pickets pro
and con stood outside and later belle! that 15 million children will
be liorn with gyos-- physical or
filed itl with their placards.
A good quarter of the prominent
biochemist’s speech was in the
scientific terms and figures of nudeer weapons long words and
large numbers. But Dr. Prattling
w a s supporting his ari.lument
against nuclear testing.
One of these figures was his
testimation of an impressive "320,000 megaton bombs in existence
today." According to Dr. Mauling,
if six met.tatons a day were expkxled every day, it would take

ber of cases of gonorrhea. the
other most prevalent venereal disease in this country.
Just prior to World War II, the
venereal disease rate in Seattle
was so high military authorities
threatened to declare the city "out
of Winds" if the place wasn’t
cleaned up. Being a world seaport
and a military embarkation center.
the task looked almost impo.ssible.
And the importation of labor from
all parts of the nation to work in
the greatly accelerated aircraft.
shipyard and logging industries
did not make the task any easier.
But with the aid of penicillin,
Ma.ss production of which began
in this country in 1941, the venereal disease rate was reduced
at least enough to satisfy military
authorities. In subsequent years,
syphilis became almost as rare as
diptheria. It came tO be considered as a "Skid Row" disease, confinrs1 to a few derelicts and streetwalkers or an occasional itinerate
seaman who haunted that rundown area of the city.
But statistics show that. syphilis
RENTALS
SUMMER
2 -bedroom apartments for as is no longer a Skid Row ailment.
It has moved uptown. And at an
low as $80 a month.
alarming rate. And health officials say this situation is not
unique in Seattle. Most majot
IJ.S. cities are facing the same
problem.
Dr. Pedersen explained that it
was not the function of the health
SPARTAN
,department to preach about the
RENTAL SERVICE ’mores of the community.
297.8822 I "We con.sider syphilis as just
414 E. William
;another communicable disease."
fie rx)inted out that syphili,
kills from )1,0(X) to 5,000 pei--...ns
each year in the United St:ite,
Prompt treatment with peuicillin
can effect a mice in 10 day. HI
most. ca NI’.

SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI) -- One
ol the most vicious diSeaseS the
world has ever known again is
rearing its ugly head in this country where only 15 years ago it was
thought to have been almost eradicated.
The name of the disease is
syphilis, anal the fact that it is
spread primarily through sexual
intercourse and therefore isn’t
"nice" is one of the reasons it is
infrequently mentioned. People
don’t like to talk about it.
Complacency on the part of both
patients and physicians is probably even more to blame for the
resurgence of this venereal infection.
What is happening can be seen
quite clearly in King County,
Wash., which includes the city of
Seattle. In 1963. doctors reported
115 eases of syphilis --more than
double the 47 cases reported in
1962. At the same time, county city health officials reported a
In per cent increase in the num- ---
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Free theater tirkets with arty
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’Pauling Criticizes Nuclear Testing
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and Russian armaments he pat
in a Joint stockpile under the UN..
only the U.N. should not hme
complete contra)! over them
"that would be the same HS IIIP
U.S. have the only weapons.
"Chemical warfare may bec.aiii,

NO LIMIT

INSTANT SERVICE
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1
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tarism that are the greatest enemies of all time.
"War is the foundation of int, oiorality. If we abolish war loam
!the world there will be impro%ernent in SOCHI!, eC01)0MiCHI :11141
r ditical situations of all nations
lie said earlier, "workim.:
itolish war, we are worlow.4 to.
freedom and individuality ot
human beings We shall in the
l.wee of limn build of the world,
A culture orthy of man’s
Earlier ye-terday Dr. Pauline
inducted a press conference le
’1.0 President’s Conference Room.
Ile answered a range of questiains
!loin the standard inquiries into
1.eliefs on nuclear testing. to
n, ,itaition on the current trend
.11 movies. such as "Dr. Strangednd "tiivi.n Imy, in 111:1 "

Syphilis Cases Jump;
Here’s Background

WORLD FEDERATION
Dr. Panting was questioned
about world federation.
"I am not an advocate of a
strong and central world government," he said. Instead, he advocates a world law which would
handle certain problems, such as
war and relations between nations.
The eminent biochemist would
like to see a system of world law
developed that would permit people to get rid of dictatorial government by peaceful mean.s. He
would like to see a viairld democratic community of a number of
nations which were independent:
free to develop their own culture
and contribute to the richness of
life on earth: a system to carry out

Typewriter
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Toisatay, may 2e ’WA

John
Olejnik*
says ...

LINUS PAULING
... visiting scholar
mental defects because ot past
nuclear tests.
Adding more figures to an already long list. Dr. Noting noted
that up until 1961 there had been
only’ 150 megatons exploded. There
had been 600 by the time the joint
test agreement had been made.
Two thirds of this testing, he said
was done by RUSSili and one third
by the U. S.

clear . ar is now- ..tiited
ing. "There should he no Tr.
chemical Narfare and res.,
carried out."
DANGER OF sM.11.1. WSW.
Dr. Pauling’s speech was dr,
ing to a close. fie discussed danger of small wars, because
their sabotry and complicatio,
He commented, "It is war, rnr.

It was not until the latter part
of his speech that Dr. Pauling put
forth his controversial opinions.
One of these is that Red China
should he asked to tom the l’.N.
muter the conditions lhat they
would be accepted as a great power without having to waste money
10 build up a stockpile of nuclear I
weapons that would increase
chances of world destruction by
nuclear war.
Pawling also [imposes that
an even greater threat than
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COMBINATION PLATES
Any 2 usc.11-,
Any 3 meats S1.90
of nutty Swiss cheese .25
orders include choice of Salad, Barbequed Beans,
Nlaearuni, Bread and Butter
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Student Body May Reimburse
SJS Judo Coach Yosh Uchida

the Gas Lite for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Ballroom Leasing. Rooms from $85 Per Month.
SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.

student grovel:nil,
.
that of the 500 stu,iir1
,_,,,vernment. including
;iositions. only 10 helped swl.: the
,rganization of SPUP..
Both
President
I.arson
and
,,,itneil Chairman and Viee President Bob Pisan, %shoo is thr, presiiential candidate iin the SPUR
,eket, reflected disappointment in
he resignatiens and disbanding ca
President Larson said. "I want
too thank all four for their eontri1,utions to student government at
San Jose Slate and seish them the
l,e,t of luck in the future.arrnan Pisan,
emphasizin.
three councilmen diol fin,
-awl that the re, t._tna I ion’ "fL" al a Particularly fuel time
since Student Council will be
ne.c

i
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1)ccver
.1 111111

oil
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CY 5-2626
:dent 1.ii
’art to lirri replacemo.r,
ater-1 oltices.
%senile. Student (.
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Think

’"

Sms are commonly thought to be specific misdeeds like lying, stealing,
cheating, fornication, or drunkenness which should be avoided and which can
be overcome with a litre wu, power While it is correct to speak of specific
deeds as sinful. these actions are merely a surface manifestation of a much
deeper disorderthe depraved nature of man To son is to live independently
from God. That which is done apart loot, God. regardless of how inflortot Or
harmless it may seem. is s.n
"For whatever is not

Loth is sin" (Rom 14 23 )

TO SJsFAcuvry AND
STuOENTS

MON.rnau FRI.

The Holy Spirit convinces ondiroduals that they are sinful, that their lives
without Christ are empty They are then in a position to accept the salvation
which Jesus Christ oflers
"Knowing this that our old man is crucified with Him, that the body of
sin might be destroyed. that henceforth we should not serve sin. for he that
is dead is freed froon sin Now of we be dead teth Christ. we believe that we
shall also live wIth Nom " Rom 6 /.8.
A tole loved in sin without Chmt may pmvide "pleasure for a season," but
leads inevitably to misery sorrow. and grief lor an indIvIdual Sin. bite a cancer
eats avoay at families societies and nations
"Now the deeds of the flesh are evident which are immorality, impurity.
sensualtty. Idolatry sorcery. enmities, strife. jealousy. outbursts of anger. dm
putes, dIssensions. factions. envyings, drunkenness, carousings, and thongs like
. Those who prar
these. of which I forewarn you lust as I have forewarned
tice such things shall not Inherit the kingdom of God But the fruit of the (Holy)
Spint is love. toy. peace. patience, kindness. goodness, faithfulness, gentleness
self-cr-ntrol. against such things there is no law Now those who belOng to Christ
have crucified the Nash w,th its passions and desires If we live by the Spirit
let OS also walk by the Spirit Galatians 519-25.
Do you know Jesus Christ and the reason for His visit to this planet? The
apostle Paul testified "It is a trustworthy statement. deserving full acceptance
that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners. among whom I am fore
most of all And yet for this reason I found mercy tn order that in me as the
foremost 1P111^, r,OfIS1 might derncostrate His perfect pahence. as an example
for those who would beheve in Han lor eternal life. Now to the King. immortal,
invisible, the only God, be honor and glory forever’ and ever, Amen" 1 lim
1 1517
BOX 11791, PALO ALTO

1’1,11

stated that he ss..,.i.[
! hook into the Mr1I11.1"
’,.1, Ille ,111Slifieali011101

.1111.1,1 must he on "the
A fact. not emotion’ before
III he granted.
The issue in the controver,v
Pisan said, is not "whether or 1..
the team should have gone hack.
or whether they did a good 101)."
The issue at question. he -.aid
is that "No one should be ali,,%\
to spend AS13 funds without following the correct procedures. The correct procedure in

Uchida was quoted Friday as
saying that in order to cio to the
tournament, "the fellosss had to
qualify in an elimination tournament held April 11." The national
championship was held im April
I ’,- :no stated (flat trio, is a
real possitiility rof oircrinizootiooris
1.:),Ii
the .ittilinte titat
;ill
fe_1.I 1,,
r111,1 111(t
II,
t’ouneil
Itital,
! ter.
l’eliala’s request e. :Haut 1,114’1410111 111 1111, tii,e, Ile’
must lie reversed. Thar iti,
11 11111SI be determiried that funds
%sill rally 1>e granted throustil the
/ironer procerIttre. This, l’isarsi
stated, is in keeping %vitt’ the effort to protect student botiy funds
The 11(‘V,’ Atir, I/11.,i11,..111 pointed
rout that eseit after Pchida’s request lair
%tits 11411,041, the
rid() coach had .111.1’71,010,, 0/1/1.11
1,, him svhieh he ioled
",kfter
I ’i.41110 Stated, "lir
c, 41111
,111111 SIM(’
-,,11 pad ASP,
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Athletic Director. Hob Broniati
should have known.
Pisano stated that exceptions
have been made in the past. Ilowever, he stated that the purpose
of the comparatively new Financial Procedures Act is to insure
pmper deliberation of requests for
student body funds.
"Everyone," Pisano pointed out,
"even President Wahlquist goes
through the same procedure.
"I don’t want to imply that Yosh
does not hose the school and the
team in hi, heart." Pisanoo said.
Ifoweser. he maintained Mat the
red tape is neeessurs.

,

Ttie seistooloee;t1 e\pert
,p,ke
Thtirsday to a joit,t ,ottliTenee
nisampf
to
Defe....
the U.S,
Association.
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hViff

Girew

Arholeilv-3$100
Including Sot.. Son., & Holidays
2050 S.WNITE ROAD
-2muts
Ari
Sor store/
rai
Nephww.
VS-336/

Vol

He pointed out there has
heel’
no major (make in California
since
1952, while there has heen "a
large
influx of population."

Richter said letters he has
re
ceived indicated many new Ca
fornians have an almost "hysteri
fear" of earthquakes and
wou
panic in case of sueh a
disaste
Some ladies have siicroeuto
strop talking about the .;,..,kes I
cause it Set1114 111,411, 14 -lid.
"The 11.111041
11..,,ri I IKII1V.
II
The issiie will come up before reasonable pii.o.nais
and iurrei
the reritlai meeting of Student intormation,"
’outwit tomorrow at 2.111a. and
acoording ho Pisani). 11he Council
GYM 11ANDY
\NW Vtl.1(1,111,,
v1,111111,411 fr1411
SAN FRANCISCO ,111’11
the student body on the issue." Vandals turned a play...pound
*ni
He also stated that if anyone into a swimming pool. Th,y tun*
tsoitld like to see him personally ion two ememency WaIr./
discuss the question, he
in the building, lining die to,r,
’f,onoo
at the College Union

Summer Work
for
Women
(Students & Teachers)
If you have had previous office experience you can work
on temporary assignments for Manpower Inc. during this coming
summer
in
the offices of our customers on the Peninsula
who rever convenient.

11

No Fees Charged
We pay YOU and
weekly!!
We especially need competent and experienced typists
and secretaries, but we also get calls for many other categories
of office work (Without a car, your opportunities will be more
limited than if you have transportation.)
We suggest that as soon as possible (either now or as soon
as school is out) you register with one of the Peninsula offices
listed below. You’ll love those weekly paychecks!
llanp()%k cc

Inc.

21119 Stevens Creei Blvd., San Jo:e
BOO Sem Antonio
Palo Alto
315 El Cam no Real Krcinqarne

10th & Santa Clara

Store Buying
Power Enables Us
o Buy Your Book At

TOP PRICES
50% + 10A)

DA*5

Only those who know Jesus Christ arid have His Holy Spirit can love a life
free from the power of sin The unregenerate man is helpless to overcome sin
and by nature is an enemy of God.
The mtnd set on the flesh is hostile towards God; for it does not
subject itself to the Law of God, for it is not even able to do so: and those
who are in the flesh cannot please God. However, you are not in the flesh but
in the Spirit. if indeed the Spirit of God dwells in you But if anyone does not
have the Spira of Cnost he does not belong to Him And if Christ is in you.
though the body is dead because of sin. yet the spirit is alive because of right
emosness" RINTI 8.7 10

’

ce i contained in Artiole 21.
.a.ciion 6 of the AS11 Financial
Procedures Act which states that
request for funds must he made
one week in advance (if the meet mg times of the committees which
must consider the mpirst
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On Books Used Next Fall
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PLUS: Top prices offered anywhere for

discontinued
Park Free At Jerry’s Union
While Selling Your Books

texts.

(al Book

1/2 Block Off Campus
134 E. San Fernando
wit

